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Abstract (en)
Provided is an elevator controller which, after an emergency stop of an elevator car in the event of the occurrence of a predefined disaster, can
enable passengers to get off onto an appropriate floor in such a manner as to facilitate evacuation to outdoors as far as possible. This elevator
controller includes: a disaster detection device which detects a predefined disaster which occur in a building; a run controller which, in the case
where a disaster has been detected by the disaster detection device, brings an elevator car into an emergency stop on the basis of predefined stop
conditions; and an evacuation-floor determination device which, in the case where the car has been brought into an emergency stop by the run
controller, sets the degree of priority for each floor to which the car is permitted to run from the standpoint of laws and regulations and physically and
determines an evacuation floor on the basis of the set degree of priority. Incidentally, the degree of priority indicates the easiness of evacuation of
passengers after getting off the car. The run controller causes the car to run to the evacuation floor determined by the evacuation-floor determination
device after bringing the car into an emergency stop on the basis of the stop conditions.
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